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World War Two Tours

Hitler’s Munich, Berchtesgaden, 
Obersalzburg & Eagles Nest 

Hitler’s Munich, Berchtesgaden, Eagles Nest & Obersalzburg – above, the clouds 
part and the Eagles Nest is revealed

The Bavarian capital of Munich held a special place in the Nazi pantheon  …  it was the “Hauptstadt 

der Bewegung” – the Capital of the Movement – the birthplace of the Nazi Party. Throughout 

the Third Reich period, Munich remained the spiritual capital of the Nazi movement, with 

headquarters buildings, museums to house the forms of artworks approved by Adolf Hitler, and 

shrines to the attempted Nazi putsch in November 1923. These sites were used as the scenes of 

lavish annual memorial ceremonies, and swearing-in ceremonies for new SS members.

The Bavarian area of Obersalzberg was purchased by the Nazis in the 1920s for their senior 

leaders to enjoy. Hitler’s mountain residence, the Berghof, was located here. Berchtesgaden and 

its environs (Stanggass) were fitted to serve as an outpost of the German Reichskanzlei office 

(Imperial Chancellery), which sealed the area’s fate as a strategic objective for Allied forces in 

World War II. Some typical Third Reich buildings in Berchtesgaden include the railway station, 

that had a reception area for Hitler and his guests, and the post office next to the railway station. 

The Berchtesgadener Hof Hotel was a hotel where famous visitors stayed, such as Eva Braun, 

Erwin Rommel, Joseph Goebbels, and Heinrich Himmler, as well as Neville Chamberlain and 

David Lloyd George. The hotel was torn down in 2006. There is a museum on the spot now, 

called Haus der Berge.

What’s included:
Hotel Bed & Breakfast

All transport from the official 
overseas start point

Accompanied for the trip duration

All Museum entrances

All Expert Talks & Guidance

Low Group Numbers

 

“I just wanted to thank you for 
the trip, it was a great experience 
& both Nicky and I enjoyed it very  
much.  Your depth of knowledge 
on the subject certainly brought 
the past alive.”

 

Military History Tours is all about  
the ‘experience’. Naturally we take 
care of all local accommodation, 
transport and entrances but what  
sets us aside is our on the ground  
knowledge and contacts, established 
over many, many years that enable 
you to really get under the surface of 
your chosen subject matter.

By guiding guests around these 
historic locations we feel we are 
contributing greatly towards ‘keeping 
the spirit alive’ of some of the most 
memorable events in human history.

Let their sacrifice not be in vain.

http://www.militaryhistorytours.co.uk
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A number of other relics of the Nazi era can still be found in the 

area, although only few of them are still well preserved. There 

is the Kehlsteinhaus (nicknamed “Eagle’s Nest” by a French 

diplomat), which was built as a present for Hitler’s 50th birthday 

in 1939. The remnants of homes of former Nazi leaders—such 

as Adolf Hitler, Hermann Göring, and Martin Bormann—were all 

demolished in the early postwar years but remains still survive.

The Platterhof was retained and served as a holiday, recreation, 

and vacation retreat (Armed Forces Recreation Centers) for the 

American military. It was known as the General Walker Hotel.  

It was demolished in 2000, but a small part of the Platterhof is 

also still there. The only remaining fully intact buildings are the 

former SS HQ at Hotel Zum Türken, Albert Speer’s house and  

the Kehlsteinhaus. 

The information centre on the mountain is the former guesthouse 

Höher Göll. It has an entrance to the Obersalzberg bunker system. 

Day One Guests are met by the MHT Team at Munich West 

Memmingen airport or, slightly later, at Munich central train 

station – should guests wish to fly out to Munich beforehand. A 

shuttlebus transfer, included, takes our group the journey into 

Munich for a whirlwind tour of Nazi Munich.

We go on a walking tour taking in the Old Town Hall, the Kurt 

Eisner memorial, we discuss the post WWI revolution period 

and Hitler’s early political career. We look at the controversial 

Memorial Pavement Plaque, the Max Joseph Platz and the 

Thuelegesellschaft HQ. We discuss the NSDAP 1919-1923 era, 

introducing Dietrich Ekardt, Himmler and Völkish thinking from 

the last 500 years eg: Atlantis was Sweden, the Aryan race came 

to earth on a comet as a seed etc. We consider Tacitus Germania, 

the foundation stone of the Holocaust deriving from 50AD. We 

visit the TG HQ building and also here the Hofgraben that Hitler 

painted, his best selling picture post card. We go inside the 

Hofbrauhaus, discuss the 1923 putsch, consider Hitler as Munich 

celebrity and we go into the hall and see Hitler’s seat area.

The Old Town Hall, Munich

Nazi Eagle, with swazsika removed The Gold Path, Munich

The House of Art, Munich

Ironwork, Munich
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The Hofbrauhaus, Munich
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The Viscardigasse area sets up the putsch, here Hitler and his 

band were forced into trap. Later non believers could escape the 

memorial and saluting. We cover the full story of November 1923 

and Georg Elser in November 1939. The Gold path for the ‘resisters’ 

to avoid memorial, holes for Nazi plaque, Feldherrenhalle Odeons 

platz, the Putsch continued, the Memorialisation of matyrs, 

bloodflag Nurmberg Rallies etc. We see the Hall, square, plaque 

Hofgarten. We see the memorial to resistance, white rose, WWII 

memorial controversial, site of degenerate art exhibit. The Haus 

of German art. Architecture and annual ‘City of German art’ idea. 

Train line 1 Lehel u bahn to Prinzregenten Platz Hitler apartment. 

Return same way alight Odeons Platz. We walk to the Holocaust 

memorial, Gestapo HQ, Rothschild house, Munich’s problems 

with past, Gestapo HQ, persecution of Jews and the deportations, 

Bruckmann house and the NSDAP court building. We consider 

Hitler’s connections and the dinner party phase, Nietzsche’s 

sister, Hanfstaengel, Bechstein etc. The Koenigsplatz. Fuhrerbau 

site of Braunhaus, memorials to 1923 martyrs/temples of honour. 

If we’re lucky and discreet we could get into Fuhrerbau foyer. This 

really is a full on comprehensive tour which sets us up for our 

time at Berchtesgaden.

Then by train, included, we head down towards Austria into 

Berchtesgaden town. After settling into our hotel we head 

for dinner in a traditional local restaurant looking up to the 

mountains.

A bunker system lies under the zum Turken, next door

Pretty town of Berchtesgaden 
lies below Obersalzburg
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Nick at the Berghoff SS barracks, 
with the Eagle’s Nest above

The remains of Hitler’s Berghoff 
are clearly visible

Ironwork, Berchtesgaden

Berchtesgaden
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For more information on this, or any other MHT tour, or to make a booking please call us on 0845 835 0644.  

Alternatively you can email us at info@militaryhistorytours.co.uk and we will get back to you as soon as possible.

Day Two we explore the Nazi era train station and post office 

before travelling up the mountain by bus (included) to the 

Platterhof and explore the museum and underground bunker 

system. The group travels up the mountain to the Eagles Nest 

by special mountain bus (included) to the famous lift shaft area. 

Here breathtaking views can be had both down into Germany 

and across to Austria. From here guests have great views down 

to Hitler’s house, the Berghof area. After lunch guests are taken 

back down by bus (included) to Hitler’s Berghof (his house) to 

explore, so too Bormann’s house area, the SS Barrack area and 

then to the Zum Turken underground bunker and tunnel system 

that links them all. These bunkers are privately owned and 

appear as though the war ended yesterday. 

After exploring a Nazi era coal bunker storage area guests are 

then given a choice to either return back to the town (included) or 

walk down the mountain via Hitler’s daily walk to the Tea House 

area (quite a tough walk and not for everyone).

Day Three we explore the town of Berchtesgaden. We see 

the the mountain tunnel where Hitler’s train was hidden, SS 

Bridge Guardhouses and various war memorials. The group will 

also be shown the grave in the town cemetery of the man many 

call Hitler’s mentor, the individual who first introduced Hitler to 

Berchtesgaden. Berchtesgaden is a pretty mountain town and 

guests will have an opportunity to discover it for themselves as 

well before we return to Salzburg airport (included) so guests can 

catch their flights home.

View from the summit towards the Berghoff
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Tunnel entrance for the lift up to the Eagle’s Nest

SS guard room at the foot of 
the mountain bridge Hillside tunnel where Hitler’s train was hidden

The grave of Hitler’s mentor in 
Berchtesgaden cemetary

Hitler’s routine daily walk to the ‘Tea House’
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